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Abstract: The growing complexity and the many challenges related to fast-changing and highly
de-carbonised electricity systems require reliable and robust open source energy modelling
frameworks. Their reliability may be tested on a series of well-posed benchmarks that can be
used and shared by the modelling community. This paper describes and integrates stand-alone,
independent modules to compute the costs and benefits of flexible generation options in the open
source energy investment modelling framework OSeMOSYS. The modules are applied to a case study
that may work as a benchmark. The whole documentation of the modules and the test case study are
retrievable, reproducible, reusable, interoperable, and auditable. They create a case to help establish a
FAIR-compliant, user-friendly, and low-threshold model and data standards in modelling practices.
As is well known, one of the options for balancing high shares of variable renewables is flexible
power generation by dispatchable units. The associated costs need to be considered for short-term
operational analyses and for long-term investment plans. The added modules contribute to extending
the modelling capacity by introducing (a) costs of ramping, (b) non-linear decrease of efficiency at
partial load operation, and (c) refurbishment of existing units in the cost minimisation objective
function of OSeMOSYS. From application to the test case study, two main insights are drawn: costs
of ramping and decreased partial load efficiency may influence the competitiveness of generation
technologies in the provision of reserve capacity; and refurbishment of existing units may represent
attractive investment options for increasing flexibility. Both effects are also seen in the long-term and
may impact infrastructure investment decisions to meet decarbonisation targets. These effects would
not be captured without the introduction of the modules.
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1. Introduction

The European Commission’s Energy Union strategy envisions the transition to a low-carbon
economy in the European Union [1]. Among the pillars of the strategy is the ambition to reach a high
share of renewable energy sources in the gross final energy consumption.

Since policy decisions in favour of renewables cause effects in other parts of the energy system;
these effects must be carefully evaluated, as they determine investment decisions of market actors,
which in turn could impact the security of supply. Analytical tools able to break down these cause–effect
relationships into key dynamics may help solve the puzzle of the public and private investment needs
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for a European Union low-carbon energy system. The paper contributes in this direction. It uses and
generates transparent and open-to-all tools, accessible high-quality data, and reproducible benchmarks
in order to deepen the impact and enlarge the outreach of modelling results at several levels of
decision-making processes.

The case of interest for the paper is represented by intermittent renewable sources, such as wind
and solar, expected to highly contribute to decarbonisation targets. Together, wind and solar power
already account for higher generation share than hydro power in the European Union [2]. At the
same time, they are becoming increasingly cost competitive, especially with onshore wind farms [3].
However, the intermittency of wind and solar energy may affect the security and adequacy of the
system. The International Renewable Energy Agency argues that integration and balancing costs may
increase if the share of solar and wind becomes particularly high [4]. Increased interconnections, energy
storage, diversification of energy supply mix, sector coupling, and flexible, controllable generation
able to provide reserve capacity are commonly acknowledged as potential options to counterbalance
the intermittency of renewables [5].

The increased need for reserve capacity is expected to gradually shift the operation profiles of
fast-ramping fossil fuel fired power plants from base to peak load. An example is the case of Italy,
where the power supply highly relies on Natural Gas Combined Cycles (NGCC). The average number
of hours of full load operation of these power plants decreased in the last decade from around 5000 to
less than 3000, due partly to overcapacity and decrease of demand, and partly to strong penetration
of renewables [6]. At the same time, the average number of starts increased from few per year to
daily [7]. In such new operation regimes, costs related to cycling operation, heat rate increase at partial
load operation, and refurbishments to improve cycling characteristics have become key in affecting
the market share of traditional fossil fuel fired generation. Capacity market mechanisms have been
established in several European markets, aiming at keeping at least part of the power plants profitable
and operational for reserve capacity purposes [8].

1.1. Literature Background

A large number of modelling tools exists, capable of quantifying potential impacts of transitions
to low-carbon and highly renewable economies on the electricity supply system as a whole.
Welsch et al. [9] provide a concise description of the insights given by short-term and long-term
energy modelling tools into the costs and benefits of renewable integration. Short-term tools usually
look into security issues associated with generation expansion and electricity dispatch, with a limited
time frame, but high resolution. One tool largely used for short-term modelling is PLEXOS [10].
Another example is EPLANopt [11]. One recent application of the latter by Prina et al. includes
combined cycle power plant flexibility constraints and assesses their role in balancing renewables with
a one-year time domain and hourly resolution [12]. At the very limit, these tools provide the inputs to
the calculation of load flows as operational indications for Transmission and Distribution operators.
This is the case for simulation tools, such as the recent PyPSA-EUR [13] or Artelys Crystal, as applied
by Brinkerink and Shivakumar [14].

On the contrary, long-term modelling tools aim to provide insights into investment and
infrastructure needs along transition processes of decades, usually with a cost-optimisation perspective.
This is the case of long-established MESSAGE [15] and TIMES [16], or recent open-source alternatives
to them, such as Balmorel [17] and OSeMOSYS [18]. Such modelling tools need not to represent the
complexity of the grid and dispatch in its entirety. However, the cost-optimal evaluations they give
might be misleading if the cost of balancing requirements is completely disregarded. Interconnections,
storage options, and diversification of the energy supply mix are commonly endogenously computed in
bottom-up (i.e., technology rich) modelling tools, as reported by their documentation (refer for instance
to the TIMES modelling system [16]). As far as the demand and supply of reserve capacity is concerned,
according to Connolly et al. [19] and Ludig et al. [20], the representation capability of long-term
tools is limited. MESSAGE and TIMES allow, to some extent, the representation of reserve capacity
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demand-supply mechanisms, as well as ramping capability of power plants and fuel consumption
at partial load. However, part of these functionalities is accessible only to more experienced users,
as in some cases user-defined constraints and parameters need to be introduced. Partly, applying
these functionalities in other models may significantly increase computational requirements, as mixed
integer optimisation is required. This is the case, for instance, when modelling partial load efficiencies
with MESSAGE.

Welsch et al. introduced a module in OSeMOSYS for the optimisation of supply options to meet
exogenously defined reserve capacity demands [9]. The module is user-friendly and well-documented,
marking a first important step in the analysis of balancing needs and costs for high renewables scenarios
with the tool. Additionally, it is open-source, establishing a platform for further enhancement within
collaborative research without upfront costs. The application of the module to the electricity system
model of Ireland and its comparison with an analogue TIMES-PLEXOS model show that meaningful
insights can be obtained with limited computational effort and open, accessible frameworks [21].
Yet, the module has limitations. Neglecting ramping costs and fuel requirements associated with
the provision of reserve can significantly affect the optimal energy mix computed by OSeMOSYS.
Therefore, the module leaves space for incremental modifications, which can largely increase its value
added with limited additional computational requirements.

1.2. Scope and Structure of the Paper

This work aims to improve the capability of existing energy modelling tools to provide investment
outlooks for long-term planning through accessible and open-to-all formulations. It illustrates new
functionalities to account for the costs of balancing variable generation, using the open source
energy modelling system OSeMOSYS, and tests them on a fully documented benchmark. The new
functionalities are documented in three layers of complexity—description, algebraic formulation,
and code formulation—according to the practice established in the OSeMOSYS community. The code
formulations are licensed under open source license Apache 2.0 and available on GitHub [22]. Similarly,
the input data for the test case are provided as sheets, including all calculations and as input .txt files for
OSeMOSYS. Metadata are provided as a machine-readable json string. The test case is licensed under
open source license Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0). All is provided in the
Supplementary Materials, with the aim of providing a full proof of concept of open source modelling
practice in OSeMOSYS and making the model retrievable, reproducible, reusable, interoperable,
and auditable. Such practice intends to align with the European Commission’s guidelines for the
European Open Science Cloud [23].

The choice of OSeMOSYS is motivated by its open source nature and its flexibility: concepts of
balancing introduced in the power sector can be easily extended to other sectors, thanks to OSeMOSYS
being fully case-agnostic. Furthermore, its large use as an engagement tool for energy system
analysis and planning grants solid review of the new functionalities, opens the space for collaborative
improvements, and potentially extends the impact of the study—OSeMSOYS has been traditionally
employed to show, in an open and accessible fashion, the implications of energy transitions and
provide analytical tools for decision making. The study of options to deploy natural gas resources in
Cyprus [24], impacts of infrastructure investments on reliability of supply in the African continent [25],
or power networks integration in South America [26] constitute prime examples to date. Importantly,
a model of the European electricity system has been recently published [27], opening the scope for
research on the impacts of flexibility investments across the European Union.

The authors would like to remark that the role of long-term energy system models is to provide
“insights and not numbers”. This has been expressed since the early work in the field [28] and
widely reported in the energy systems modelling literature afterwards. In the authors’ interpretation,
the statement means that energy system models should be a tool to investigate key interactions
between elements of complex systems. Efforts to refine the models need to be aimed not at increasing
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their complexity, but rather at representing the key dynamics of the case under study. Therefore,
new functionalities will be, in many instances, case-specific and as simple and transparent as reasonable.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the original OSeMOSYS
code and illustrates the new functionalities created by the authors. It finally introduces the test case
study. Section 3 presents the results of the case study. Section 4 draws conclusions and sets the scene
for future work.

2. Materials and Methods

The Open Source energy Modelling System (OSeMOSYS) is a linear optimisation program,
which seeks for the energy mix (in terms of technology portfolio and generation) to meet exogenously
defined energy demands and minimises the total net present cost of the system, under predefined
constraints. The original formulation of OSeMOSYS is described in Howells et al. [18]. It is written in
GNU MathProg modelling language. It is structured in blocks of functionalities. Each of them consists
of a stand-alone set of equations computing defined characteristics of the energy system and associated
costs, which can be easily plugged in and out of the code. The version employed in this study is the
latest one currently published, available on the tool’s website [29] (dated 08/11/2017). It includes blocks
of functionality for:

• Energy balances;
• Capacity balances;
• Storage balances;
• Reserve balances and operational constraints;
• Computation of emissions;
• Computation of costs.

A number of additional blocks of functionality and formulations has been developed over the
years to allow users to obtain insights on specific aspects of the development of energy systems,
as described in Gardumi et al. [30]. The block of functionality created by Welsch et al. [9] for assessing
the impacts of exogenously defined reserve capacity needs on long-term investment plans is of
particular importance for this work. Therefore, in this paper, the authors will consider as “original
code” the combination of the set of blocks available in the OSeMOSYS version to date available on the
website (version 08/11/2017) [29] and the one by Welsch et al. [9]. The code is made available in the
supplementary material.

In this work, new blocks of functionalities are formulated, and existing ones are modified to
refine the representation of balancing costs and their potential impact on investments in OSeMOSYS.
These blocks aim to allow the endogenous computation of cost of ramping, cost of fuel at partial load
operation, and refurbishment option for existing power plants.

The new blocks of functionalities are described in the following sub-sections. According to
the common practice established in Howells et al. [18], for each of them an English description and
an algebraic formulation are provided. The translation into GNU MathProg modelling language is
provided in the supplementary materials. When the equations are presented, units are suggested for all
input parameters and independent variables, which match the mostly used default units of OSeMOSYS
applications. The same units are suggested in the codes annexed as supplementary material. The user
may change the units, provided they ensure coherence between units used in the whole model.

As a general note to the formulations, the authors wish to clarify that:

• The configuration of OSeMOSYS as a linear program restricts the possible code modifications to
linear formulations;

• Given that the models created through OSeMOSYS are, in most cases, regional or national,
the spatial resolution is coarse. Therefore, in this case the authors will not talk about capacity
of a technology referring to single power plants, but rather to the cumulative installed capacity
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of a family of similar power plants (such as CCGTs, coal fired steam cycles, photovoltaic, etc.).
This capacity is allowed to vary continuously, as if small power plants could be installed.

2.1. Cost of the Starts

The first modification aims at introducing costs of flexible operation under exogenously defined
reserve capacity requirements (i.e., building on the concepts introduced by Welsch et al. [9]).
Conceptually, introducing a formulation for computing the cost of the starts in OSeMOSYS is
straightforward. Typically, in energy system models the time domain is divided in “time slices”.
The spinning capacity of every generator (or, generically, technology) is computed for every time slice.
Let us assume the case where the time slices represent parts of the day (such as morning, afternoon,
evening, night). The daily ramping cost can be computed as the summation of the costs of ramping up
and down capacity between one time slice and the other, over a whole day:

Cstarts =
∑
day

cstarts

2
·

∣∣∣∣ .
Et −

.
Et−1

∣∣∣∣ (1)

In the right-hand side of (1), cstarts is the combined cost of a shut-down and start-up cycle per
unit capacity [in M€/GW], usually reported in literature [31]. It is introduced in OSeMOSYS as a new,

exogenously defined parameter;
∣∣∣∣ .
Et −

.
Et−1

∣∣∣∣ is the absolute value of the difference in the capacity on-grid
(in GW; i.e., not the difference of the actual load generated, but of the full-load capacity online) between
a time slice and the previous one. This difference thus refers to the full-load capacity of additional
plants being ramped up. The operator

∑
day · indicates the cost of daily starts is computed, summing up

the variations of on-grid capacity between the time slices over one day. Furthermore, cstarts is divided

by two, because the term
∣∣∣∣ .
Et −

.
Et−1

∣∣∣∣ is multiplied to account for only half a start (it represents either a
ramp up or down). In principle, this formulation is not linear, because it includes the absolute value of

a variable. However, this is easily linearised by introducing a new variable ∆
.
E replacing

∣∣∣∣ .
Et −

.
Et−1

∣∣∣∣
and imposing that:

∆
.
E ≥

.
Et −

.
Et−1 (2)

∆
.
E ≥

.
Et−1 −

.
Et (3)

Equations (1), (2), and (3) are added to the original code of OSeMOSYS and the equations
computing the operational costs of a technology are modified to account for the newly introduced cost
of the starts. The code formulation of this code addition is reported in the supplementary material.

2.2. Cost of Fuel at Partial Load Operation

Usually, data in literature about the performance of power plants are aggregated, and a single
number is provided as the efficiency of a technology—the full-load (i.e. nominal) efficiency. Therefore,
energy system models assume the efficiency of individual power plants is constant and equal to
its full-load value. The most advanced models consider for every technology two values of the
efficiency—one at full load, one at partial load [9,32]. Assuming a constant efficiency, long-term energy
system models compute the consumption of fuel as the product of the specific consumption by the
generation in that time slice.

FCnom = SCnom·E (4)

where E is the generation (PJ), SCnom the nominal specific consumption of fuel (PJ/PJ), and FCnom the
total fuel consumption (PJ). According to (4), as SCnom is constant, also the efficiency is constant and
equal to the nominal value. Therefore, FCnom decreases linearly with the load. However, in the real
world the efficiency of thermal units, such as steam cycles, CCGTs, OCGTs, or nuclear power plants,
decreases nonlinearly with the load [32–34]. If the formulation in Equation (4) is applied to scenarios
where thermal units operate mostly at partial load, the consumption of fuel might be underestimated.
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To overcome this risk, the efficiency needs to be a decreasing function of the load. However,
directly representing the efficiency as a non-constant function of the load introduces non-linearities,
which cannot be modelled in OSeMOSYS. Considering again Equation (4), if the efficiency varies with
the generation E, so does SC, and the function FC becomes nonlinear. To overcome this problem,
the functional relation of the efficiency on the load can be introduced in a different way. The fuel
consumption FC at a load lower than the full load can be considered as the summation of the fuel
consumption FCnom in cases where the efficiency is constant and equal to its nominal value, plus a
term of additional fuel consumption, proportional to the difference of the actual load to the full load:

FC = FCnom + k·
(
E f ull load − E

)
(5)

where the first term in the right-hand side is the fuel consumption at load E, in cases where the
efficiency is equal to its nominal value. This is calculated as in Equation (4). The second term is an
additional term of fuel consumption at load E, due to the decrease in the efficiency; k is a constant and
it represents the additional fuel consumption per unit load (PJ/PJ). This is the only new parameter
introduced in OSeMOSYS for this modification; E f ull load is the energy the power plant would generate
in the given time slice if it was operating constantly at full load. In this equation, FC is a linear function
of E, as desired. The only term to be added into the original formulation of Equation (4) is, therefore,
k·
(
E f ull load − E

)
; k can be easily computed starting from the full-load and minimum-load efficiencies of

a power plant, often available from literature or from the utilities. Since the efficiency is the inverse of
the specific consumption, a linear variation of the latter will cause a nonlinear variation of the former,
as shown in Equations (6) and (7):

1
η
·E =

1
ηnom

·E + k·
(
E f ull load − E

)
(6)

η =
ηnom·E

E + ηnom·k·
(
E f ull load − E

) (7)

The hyperbolic decreasing trend of the efficiency in Equation (7) is nothing but a mathematical
artefact, but it represents a much better approximation of reality, as shown in Figure 1. Here, the “real”
curve refers to the operation of an existing combined cycle plant in Northern Italy, as presented in a
previous study [35]; the simulated curve is computed through Equation (7), where k, ηnom, and E f ull load
are retrieved from the operation data of the same power plant.

Figure 1. Comparison between the curves of the efficiency as from the proposed mathematical
formulation, models featuring constant efficiency, and a real CCGT.
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The complete code formulation is presented in the supplementary material.

2.3. Refurbishment Option

In the past decade, energy utilities have been evaluating numerous refurbishment options or new
operation practices to reduce the costs of the flexible operation of their thermal units and increase
their capability to meet peak demand (suggested best practices have been reported in industrial
literature [36,37]). Therefore, the power plant configuration and the corresponding cycling capability
are variables of the energy system configuration—they can be optimised together with the supply mix
as functions of costs and demands, in order to assess least-cost options to increase reliability of supply
in scenarios with significantly increasing penetration of intermittent renewables.

The present modification allows the configuration of specific technologies (chosen by the user
through a “tag”) to vary discretely and makes the performance of the technology a function of these
discrete variables. This is done assuming that two configurations, or versions, of a technology are
allowed—an old and a new one. The old version represents the original power plant, while the new
version represents the refurbished one. The user defines a priori the characteristics of the two versions,
by assigning values to all the parameters of each one. The model is allowed at every moment to
decommission part of the installed capacity of the old version and install at most a corresponding
capacity of the new version. The cost for replacing old with new capacity corresponds to the sole cost
of refurbishment. Seven new equations and two modified equations are introduced in OSeMOSYS to
allow for these dynamics. For simplicity, in this paragraph only the rationale of the modification is
described. The whole set of the constraints for this code modification is presented (both in algebraic
form and in code formulation) in the additional material:

• The first set of constraints defines the withdrawn capacity of the old version of the technology
as the sum of the one fictitiously retired to be replaced by the refurbished capacity, and the one
actually decommissioned;

• The second set of constraints defines the refurbished capacity as a capacity of the new technology
equalling that of the old technology that is fictitiously retired;

• Finally, the third set of constraints only consists of a number of equations of the original code,
updated to account for the refurbished capacity and the cost of the refurbishment.

2.4. Test Case Study

The enhanced OSeMOSYS code is tested by application to a simple and aggregated representation
of the Italian electricity system. The application is deliberately kept simple as its purpose is to test the
relevance of the model improvements rather than to derive recommendations regarding the technology
mix. Sensitivity analyses on a number of parameters are introduced only at a later stage (see Section 3)
to illustrate what messages may emerge in situations closer to reality.

The structure of the system under study is shown in Figure 2. This depicts the Reference Energy
System (RES) of the case study, i.e., a schematic and aggregated representation of the electricity supply
chain commonly used for modelling purposes.
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Figure 2. Reference Energy System (RES) of the case study.

On the right-hand side, the RES shows that one electricity demand is considered, cumulating
demands from all the sectors of the economy. Additionally, reserve capacity demands are taken
into account to study their impact on balancing requirements. Moving to the left, three types of
power plants provide electricity: solar photovoltaic panels (PV), representative of variable renewables,
Coal-fired power plants (Coal PP), and Combined Cycle Natural Gas-fired power plants (NGCC).
At the start of the modelling period, Coal PP and NGCC exist to meet the electricity demand. In the
following years, these are slowly decommissioned and need to be replaced by new capacity of any
power plant. Combined power plants of a new generation (NGCCupg) may be built or derived from
upgrade of old ones. On the left-hand side, the non-renewable primary resources are shown—coal
and natural gas. For the purpose of the case study, no information on whether the sources are mined
domestically or imported is required, therefore no differentiation is made.

The structural and scenario-independent model parameters of the case study are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Structural and scenario-independent inputs for the case study.

Time Domain 2014–2040

Time split 16 time slices: night, morning, afternoon, evening-4 seasons 1

Electricity demand 291 TWh in 2014, then increasing at constant rate of 1%
Upward reserve capacity demand 4.61 GW in 2014, then increasing at constant rate of 1%

Downward reserve capacity demand 2.17 GW in 2014, then increasing at constant rate of 1%
Taxations 4 €/ton CO2, constant

Price of coal 2.63 €/GJ, constant
Price of gas 8.08 €/GJ, constant

Discount rate 5%
1 The naming of the time slices, useful for reading the following figures, is described in the nomenclature.

The choice of 2014 as the base year is due to the large availability of data to calibrate the model.
The partition into 16 time slices is motivated by the need to capture the most important parts (including
peaks) of the electricity load curve and the availability of solar power. It can be easily increased up to
a few hours resolution if needed, but this is unnecessary for the illustration purposes of this paper.
The trend of electricity demand from 2014 to 2040 is built upon Terna statistical data [7]: the electricity
demand in Italy in 2014 was 291 TWh and a growth of 1% is applied thereafter. This trend follows the
one assumed by Terna in its Piano di Sviluppo 2015 for the Development Scenario [36]. The ratio of
annual demand occurring in each time slice is derived using load curves for the electricity demand in
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Italy, as from a previous study [7]. The demand for reserve capacity upwards and downwards in 2014 is
assumed as the sum of secondary and tertiary reserve capacity demand reported by Terna [7]. Primary
reserve (faster and shorter-term) is not considered here out of simplicity, but it could seamlessly be
introduced as well. The reserve is assumed to increase at the same rate as the electricity demand, i.e.,
1% annually. The CO2 price is assumed to be constant and close to the historical minimum values
reached in 2013 (and again at moments in 2016 and 2017), as reported in Appendix 2 of a previous
study [38]. The minimum value was chosen as a base assumption, upon which sensitivities may be
built. Sensitivity analyses around this value are shown in Section 3.

Table 2 lists the main techno-economic assumptions related to power supply options.

Table 2. Main techno-economic assumptions of the case study.

Parameter PV Coal PP NGCC NGCCupg

Capital Costs [M€/GW] 1200 1750 650 653

Variable Costs [M€/PJ] 6.420 0.694 0.875 0.875

Fixed Costs [M€/GW] 20 35 10.5 10.5

Fuel Cost [M€/PJ] 0 2.6 8.1 8.1

Efficiency at full load [%] 100 41.1 56 56

CO2 emission factor [Mton/PJ] 0 0.219 0.103 0.103

Operational life (years) 30 35 30 30

The values for cost and efficiency of the Coal PP, NGCC, and PV technologies (including fuel
costs) are taken from a previous study [39] (see values for: supercritical coal power plants on page 30,
Table 2.2, right column; 800 MW combined cycles on page 39, Table 2.3, right column; and centralised
2 MW ground PV fields on page 62, Table 2.8, bottom row). All costs of NGCCupg are assumed to be
equal to those of NGCC, except for the capital costs. These are assumed to be higher than those for
NGCC by an amount required to install equipment to improve the ramping capability of the power
plants. Such figures are purely indicative and hardly referenced, since exact values cannot be disclosed
by power plant operators. However, they are in the order of magnitude that a set of real retrofits
may require (as those discussed in a previous study [35]). The assumption is considered sufficient
for the purpose of this study. Costs are assumed to remain constant throughout the time domain
of the study. The CO2 emission factors are the average within the ranges provided by the ETSAP
database [40]. Table 3 represents the additional techno-economic assumptions needed to compute the
newly introduced parameters.

Table 3. Additional techno-economic assumptions for the case study.

Parameter PV Coal PP NGCC NGCCupg

Minimum Stable Operation [% of full load] 0 45 42 42

Efficiency at min stable operation [%] 0 37 44 48

Max ramping rate [MW/min] 0 8 11 11

Cost of starts [M€/GW] 0 0.050 0.043 0.034

Cost of retrofit [M€/GW] 0 0 0 3

The minimum stable operation and the efficiency at minimum load of NGCC and NGCCupg
are derived in a previous study [35] by the authors from a detailed study of the operation of a real
power plant in Italy. The same values for Coal PP are assumed from literature. For each power plant
type, the two values are used to compute factor k, according to Equation (7). This is used as an input
parameter for the code additions in OSeMOSYS. The maximum ramping rate is assumed from a
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previous study [41]. Since OSeMOSYS requires the maximum ramping rate to be input as % of the
full load, assumptions are made regarding (a) the average full capacity of a power plant for each of
the fossil fuel fired technologies and (b) the time by which the reserve must be provided. The former
is assumed as 400 MW for coal and 390 MW for natural gas power plants [41]; the latter is assumed
as 15 min, which is the time required for the “prompt” tertiary reserve provision in Italy [42] and the
same time range used in [9]. The cost of ramps per unit of capacity of Coal PP, NGCC, and NGCCupg
is derived from a previous study [31], as the median cost of a warm start up for supercritical coal power
plants, gas combined cycle units, and Best Available Technology combined cycle units, respectively.
Finally, the cost of retrofit is assumed to be in the order of magnitude of the one of a set of retrofits to
improve the ramping capability of combined cycles, as from a previous study [35]. It also corresponds,
out of simplification, to the difference in capital cost between existing and newly built combined cycles.

With this model structure, two scenarios are investigated:

• RETarget: A renewable generation target is imposed. It equals 37.5% in 2014, as reported by
IEA [43], and it is assumed to grow at the constant rate of 1% and reach 63.5% in 2040, in line with
the Italian Government’s 2013 National Energy Strategy [44].

• REF: a reference scenario where no target is imposed.

3. Results and Discussion

The OSeMOSYS code including the described enhancements was applied to the test case study
presented in Section 2.4 and compared with the original code. Key output metrics and relative insights
for the REF and RETarget scenarios are shown in the following.

3.1. Without Code Modifications

Firstly, results for applying the original, yet enhanced, formulation of OSeMOSYS which considers
operating reserves are presented. Results based on the improvements introduced in this paper are
presented thereafter. Results as in Figures 3 and 4 are obtained for the REF and the RETarget scenarios
regarding the investments in generation capacity (the same scale is used in the two graphs, to better
show investment trade-offs between renewable and non-renewable options).

Figure 3. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario—without code modifications.
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Figure 4. Total capacity (GW) in the RETarget scenario—without code modifications.

In the REF scenario, the future least cost production mix relies heavily on fossil fuels, with
gradual replacement of coal power plants with the more efficient and less CO2-intensive natural gas
combined cycles.

Without the improvements suggested in this paper, new more flexible combined cycles are not
deemed competitive; only old generation combined cycles are employed to meet current and future
energy needs. Without the improvements, more and less flexible combined cycles could only be
distinguished in OSeMOSYS through difference in the minimum stable generation rate or the capability
to contribute to reserve. However, in reality less and more flexible options differ not only by these
characteristics. The efficiencies at part-load and start-up costs may also matter, as the case reported
here (based on real numbers) shows. With the current cost assumptions, large scale centralised solar
PV generation is not competitive.

In the RETarget scenario, where a minimum renewable generation target is added, significant
investments in solar PV are made (Figure 4). The total capacity is considerably higher than the in the
REF scenario because, on top of the existing capacity of thermal power plants, solar PV is needed to
meet the renewable generation targets. The capacity is higher already in past years (starting 2014)
because the target for renewable generation is imposed, out of simplicity, from the first year of the
modelling domain. As solar PV is not cost competitive compared to coal and gas, in the least-cost
solution prospected by OSeMOSYS it generates no more than the minimum required by the target.
Within the thermal generation, the same competition between coal power plants and old generation
natural gas combined cycles happens, as in the REF scenario.

By analysing the generation profile within one year (Figures 5 and 6) and the provision of reserve
capacity (Figures 7 and 8) in the two scenarios, important indications can be drawn. Coal power plants
are used for base load, intermediate, and peak load generation, while combined cycles provide only
intermediate and peak load generation (to a greater extent in the REF scenario, and to a lesser extent in
the RETarget scenario).
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Figure 5. Generation (TWh) per time slice in 2035 in REF scenario—without code modifications.

Figure 6. Generation (TWh) by time slice in 2035 in the RETarget scenario—without code modifications.

Figure 7. Reserve capacity supply (GW) per time slice in 2035 in REF scenario—without
code modifications.
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Figure 8. Reserve capacity supply (GW) in 2035 in the RETarget scenario—without code modifications.

3.2. With Code Modifications

When the enhanced formulation is applied to the two scenarios, the results change significantly,
as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario—with code modifications.

Figure 10. Total capacity (GW) in the RETarget scenario—with code modifications.
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In the REF scenario, where thermal generation is dominant, competition between old and new
generation combined cycles emerges for providing intermediate and peak load generation. This is
due to the assumption of new generation combined cycles having lower ramping costs and a higher
minimum load efficiency. The new generation combined cycles are both a result of construction of new
power plants and retrofit of old ones. Specifically, in the REF scenario, around 10 GW of old generation
combined cycles are replaced by new ones already in the first year, as a result of retrofit operations
(the latter may be verified also in the detailed results annexed as supplementary materials). With the
current assumptions on costs of retrofit (constant across the time period), the least cost solution is
naturally to operate all retrofits as early as possible in the analysed period. Notice that changes in
other techno-economic characteristics may be easily introduced by the user, such as lower variable
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs, lower CO2 emission factors, or higher full load efficiency.
What is shown here is just one specific case corresponding to a given set of improvements in the old
generation technology.

In accordance with the results shown above, new generation combined cycles gain a share in the
intermediate and peak load generation and in the supply of reserve capacity, replacing old combined
cycles in many instances (Figures 11–14). In Figure 13 it is interesting to note that old NGCCs become
less attractive for providing reserve capacity. If they were to provide it, they should operate longer
times at partial load. However, their efficiency decreases more than the one of new combined cycles at
partial load. Therefore, the latter become more attractive, or coal power plants in time slices where
new combined cycles are not dispatched (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Generation (TWh) per time slice in 2035 in the REF scenario—with code modifications.

Figure 12. Generation (TWh) per time slice in 2035 in the RETarget scenario—with code modifications.
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Figure 13. Reserve capacity supply (GW) per time slice in 2035 in the REF scenario—with
code modifications.

Figure 14. Reserve capacity supply (GW) per time slice in 2035 in the RETarget scenario—with
code modifications.

For the RET scenario, Figure 12 shows that old combined cycles are rarely ever dispatched,
and thus not available as reserve, therefore new combined cycles completely take over the role the old
ones previously performed (Figure 14).

As mentioned above, the cost of retrofits was assumed to be constant throughout the time domain
of the study. Consequently, the cost optimal solution was to carry out all necessary retrofits to old
combined cycles in the first year. Assuming a learning curve for the costs of retrofits along the time
domain of the study, from a higher value than previously assumed to a lower value, will result in
different indications on when it could be cost effective to perform retrofit operations. An example
is shown in Figure 15. By assuming an initial cost of retrofit of 5 M€/GW, decreasing by 5% every
year until 2020, around 3.5 GW of old generation combined cycles are refurbished in 2018 and 2.5 GW
in 2020.
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Figure 15. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario, in cases of decreasing cost of retrofit—with
code modifications.

The results of the test case study are sensitive to cost assumptions, but the indications on the
competitiveness between balancing options drawn with the code modifications are not.

In this simplified case, all costs were assumed to remain constant across the time domain of
the study. While such assumption may be reasonable for mature technologies, such as coal power
plants and natural gas combined cycles, it is less so for instance for fuel prices, solar PV capital costs,
and carbon prices. The implications of changing prices are analysed in the following.

By assuming a linear increase of the gas prices by 1% every year, the results shown in Figures 16
and 17 are obtained for the REF scenario, respectively, with original and modified code. Due to
increasing gas prices, the shares of the technologies in electricity generation change in both cases and
solar PV becomes gradually more competitive with gas generation. On top of this change, the addition
of the new functionalities to OSeMOSYS introduces the competition between the less and more flexible
versions of the combined cycle technology (Figure 17). This additional insight obtained in the previous
cases is confirmed.

Figure 16. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario, in cases of higher gas prices—without
code modifications.
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Figure 17. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario, in cases of higher gas prices—with
code modifications.

The same dynamics are observed if the capital costs of solar PV and the carbon prices are changed.
A sensitivity analysis over the REF scenario is made, where (1) solar PV costs decrease linearly from
1200 €/kW in 2014 to 800 €/kW in 2040 and (2) the carbon tax increases linearly to reach 80 €/ton in 2030
and keeps increasing at the same pace thereafter. The resulting installed capacity (GW) without and
with code modifications can be observed in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. The new assumptions
result in solar PV becoming strongly competitive after 2030 and the favourite option for investments
to meet the increasing electricity demand. The large increase in the total capacity is due to the low
average capacity factors assumed for solar PV. The generation of solar PV increases, particularly at the
expense of coal generation. In the last years of the modelling period, natural gas power plants are used
more for generation, while coal power plants are used more for reserve capacity supply. The same
outlook for solar PV is observed without and with the code modifications. The difference between the
two cases lies again in the competitiveness of old generation and new generation combined cycles and
confirms the previous findings.

Figure 18. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario, in cases of decreasing solar PV capital costs and
increasing CO2 tax—without code modifications.
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Figure 19. Total capacity (GW) in the REF scenario, in cases of decreasing solar PV capital costs and
increasing CO2 tax—with code modifications.

4. Conclusions

This paper aims to improve the capability of energy modelling tools of providing investment
outlooks for long-term planning, in cases where highly flexible generation and high penetration of
intermittent renewables are expected. It uses and generates transparent and open-to-all tools, accessible
high-quality data, and reproducible benchmarks in order to deepen the impact and enlarge the outreach
of modelling results at several levels of decision-making processes.

Specifically, the authors introduce functionalities into an open source long-range energy system
modelling framework to account for the costs of flexible generation to back up intermittent renewables.
The added functionalities relate to cost of ramps, fuel cost for partial load operation, and refurbishment
options. The code modifications bring the following contributions to established practice:

• They are highly accessible to the modelling community, including non-expert modellers: they are
open source licensed, documented at several levels (plain description, algebraic formulation,
and code) and explained step by step in the supplementary materials. This contributes to the
establishment of standards for the development of an open source modelling tool and the creation
of benchmarks. Building on practices initiated in previous studies, it provides a proof of concept
for open source incremental changes to OSeMOSYS, including code and model documentation,
licenses, and metadata, and a retrievable, reproducible, reusable, interoperable, and auditable
case study.

• They are simple to use: they consist of a limited number of additional equations and input
parameters, thus requiring minimum additional effort on the user’s side regarding their integration
into a model.

• They are linear: yet they allow the introduction of non-linear behaviour, such as when modelling
the cost of fuel at partial load operation (see Figure 1 and Equation (6)). This enables a realistic
representation with limited computational requirements.

The enhanced modelling framework proves useful for the purpose of studying long-term
investment options in scenarios with high renewable penetration. Its application to a test case study
provides two main insights: costs of ramping and decreased partial load efficiency may influence the
competitiveness of generation technologies in the provision of reserve capacity; and refurbishments
of existing power generation units may represent attractive options to provide flexibility to back
up variable renewables. Both effects are seen also in the long-term and may impact infrastructure
investment decisions to meet decarbonisation targets.
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The enhanced modelling framework can be of use for planning energy infrastructure investments
in scenarios where high renewable penetration is targeted and it is expected to be backed up by
non-renewable generation, amongst other options. One such case occurs for instance in Tunisia,
where the authors are contributing to modelling efforts to support energy supply plans [45]. Here,
targets of renewable penetration combine with limited electricity trade capacity with neighbouring
countries, limited hydro resources, need for security of supply, and abundance of fossil resources.
Another case is Ireland, where the authors initiated similar modelling work to support the introduction
of high shares of renewable electricity [21]. The enhancements to the modelling framework may also
be of use separately. For instance, the refurbishment option may be employed for power plant life
extensions, which in some instances could have impacts on the transition to a new energy supply
mix [46]. On the contrary, the code enhancements presented in this paper may be of more limited use
in cases where hydro power plants with dams and interconnections between countries provide most of
the necessary flexibility and security of supply.

Future work will focus on the introduction of additional functionalities to compute the reserve
capacity demand as a function of the penetration of intermittent renewables and their variability, based
on work initiated by Maggi in a previous study [47]. The enhanced modelling framework will also
be applied to real case studies, featuring more complex energy mix and actual cost trends, to extract
policy insights. Application is under development for the Tunisian model developed in a previous
study [45]. The engagement with local institutions for future work was made possible by the relevance,
accessibility, and documentation of the enhanced modelling framework.

Supplementary Materials: Input data sources and calculations (.xlsx); code modifications (.docx); code files (.txt);
test case study data files (.txt.); test case study metadata (.json); results files (.xlsx and .txt.). The supplementary
materials are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/12/2366/s1.
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NGCC Natural Gas Combined Cycle
Coal PP Coal Power Plants
RES Reference Energy System
WN Winter night
WM Winter morning
WA Winter afternoon
WE Winter evening
SN Spring night
SM Spring morning
SA Spring afternoon
SE Spring evening
SuN Summer night
SuM Summer morning
SuA Summer afternoon
SuE Summer evening
AN Autumn night
AM Autumn morning
AA Autumn afternoon
AE Autumn evening
REF Reference scenario
RETarget Renewable Energy Target scenario
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